Hidden Hollow at Home

Cork Stamp Hydrangea

Materials
- Paper
- Paint (green, blues, purples, pinks, white)
- Corks
- Paintbrush

Preparation
1. Hydrangeas are a widely recognized flower found in Cape Cod gardens. They are a sign summer is in full swing. Take a walk around your neighborhood to find Hydrangeas in bloom. Snap some photos of hydrangeas for your inspiration.
2. Back at home, set up your supplies.
3. Start by painting the stems of your hydrangea flowers in green paint with the paintbrush.
4. Next, dip one end of the cork into the paint, then use the cork as a stamp, pressing down to create petals on your stems.
5. Continue stamping until your hydrangea heads look full.

Tips
- Roll out a bigger piece of paper and design your own hydrangea garden to match ours here at Heritage. Think about the varying heights, shapes, colors, and types of hydrangeas.
- The three main shapes of hydrangea blooms are mophead, lacecap, and panicle.